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SUNTO. – Si inizia con la definizione dei dati sperimentali. In primo luogo le variabili di
controllo. Queste hanno livelli stabiliti dallo sperimentatore con riferimento ad un
“modello” teorico, che definisce le componenti del sistema di produzione, il loro colle-
gamento e le “leggi” di funzionamento per raggiungere gli obiettivi propostisi. Poi, le
risposte o risultati delle attività di produzione, che tipicamente hanno carattere aleato-
rio. Le variabili di controllo servono a regolarne la posizione delle distribuzioni, e la
loro variabilità nelle sue diverse connotazioni (diciamo approccio di Taguchi). Un si-
stema informativo che rappresenta una raccolta di dati orientata al controllo di aspetti
specifici quali: il controllo finanziario, il controllo contabile, il controllo del personale,
il controllo commerciale - relativo agli ordinativi, alle spedizioni ed al soddisfacimento
dei clienti - il controllo degli approvvigionamenti, il controllo di produzione, articolato
nel controllo dei programmi di produzione, nel controllo delle linee di produzione e rela-
tiva manutenzione, il controllo della qualità, articolato nel controllo tecnico di confor-
mità dei prodotti a determinate specifiche, nell’assicurazione nel tempo della “buona qua-
lità” dei prodotti. Un orientamento qualitativo alla scelta dei dati da inserire nel sistema
informativo del controllo della qualità è che deve avvicinarsi il più possibile ad essere
sufficiente, nel senso che sia atto a spiegare ogni anomalia riscontrata nelle caratteristi-
che del prodotto, e completo nel senso che sia atto a suggerirne la correzione. Il con-
trollo della qualità si presenta quale dinamico in quanto richiede in via naturale il mi-
glioramento sistematico delle condizioni di regolazione delle attività produttive - a par-
tire da una condizione di riferimento. Si considerano due esempi appropriati ad illu-
strare gli aspetti fondamentali di una metodologia generale utile per trattare questo
complesso argomento. Il primo esempio concerne un’applicazione industriale riguar-
dante il controllo del processo di produzione del cloruro di polivinile, disponibile in
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letteratura [9]. Il secondo esempio concerne il processo di distribuzione di beni depe-
ribili, che consideriamo innovativo. In questo si assume un numero finito di situazioni
(punti di vendita) e che si può definire un indicatore Q = Q1/c = Qualità di un prodotto
di riferimento/una corrispondente grandezza economica (costo o ricavo). Nel caso consi-
derato l’andamento ordinato dei rapporti costo totale/ricavi totali consente di stabilire
la situazione economicamente più vantaggiosa.

***
ABSTRACT. – We start with the definition of experimental data. First place we consider
the controllable variables, whose levels are established by technical production experts
with regard to a theoretic “model” defining the production components, their connec-
tions and working rules in sight of the envisaged achievements. Then, the responses or
results of production activities, which typically show random variability. The control-
lable variables are used to regulate the means of their distributions and aspects of vari-
ability (Taguchi approach). An information system represents a data collection, which
is directed to specific purposes like: financial control, accounting control, personnel
control, business control, production control, framed around production programs, con-
trol of production lines and related maintenance, quality control, framed around control
of nonconformities regarding some specification limits and ensuring product good quality
over time. Qualitative guidelines for choosing the data for a quality control information
system are that it must be as near as possible to a sufficient system which means that it
is capable of explaining any nonconformity in a product characteristic, as well as being
complete, that is, such that it is also capable of suggesting how to remove them. In a
natural way quality control implies a dynamic approach based on a systematic improve-
ment of production activities, starting from specific reference conditions. We consider
two examples appropriated to explain the fundamentals of a methodology useful to
cope with this complex subject. The first example refers to a real industrial application
regarding the process control of polyvinyl chloride production, found in literature [9].
The second example concerns the distribution process of perishable goods, which is
considered to be an innovation. In this case we suppose that there is a finite set of op-
erating situations (points of sale) and that we can define an indicator Q=Q1 /c = Quality
of a reference product/a corresponding economic quantity (cost or earning). In the case
considered, by means of the ordering of the ratios total cost/total earning, we come to
the most profitable situation.

INTRODUCTION

This paper is divided into two parts; the first one concerns the
technical aspects of a system for the quality control of a production
process, and the second one concerns the economical aspects connect-
ed to the system.

We will try to clarify the above concepts by giving two examples.
The first one concerns the process control of polyvinyl chloride produc-
tion, found in literature [9], the second one concerns the distribution
process of perishable goods, which is considered to be an innovation.
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1.  AN OUTLINE REGARDING THE MOST SIGNIFICANT DEFINITIONS

1.1  The quality concerns overall aspects and characteristics of a
product/a service which can assure the capacity to satisfy specific
requirements ([1], [8], [10].

1.2  Control of a dynamic physical system which includes some aspects:
reference to a technical project - theoretical model - which can define
the components of the system, the links and the laws or regulations of
their operation in order to reach the aims of the model; this includes:

-    a concrete carrying out of the model;
-    a series of operations which can ascertain, in the future, if the condi-

tion of the system conforms or not with the condition prescribed by the
model;

-    a series of operations which can allow to bring back the system to the
conditions prescribed by the model. These correspond to the control
variables th. These have levels th0 established by the experimenter,
making reference to the theoretical model.

Then, the answers or the results of the production activities, which
have a typical random characteristic. The control variables have the pur-
pose of regulating the distributions, especially the centering, but they may
regulate even the variability (have regard to Taguchi approach) ([4], [11]).

1.3  An information system represents a number of data oriented, in
general, to control specific aspects of a production system such as:
financial control, accounting control, personnel control, trade control
concerning the orders, shipments and the customer satisfaction, provi-
sioning control, production control articulated in the production pro-
gramming control, the operational control of the production line and
its relative maintenance, quality control, articulated in the technical
control up to the products with determined specifications and adequa-
cy in order to assure also in the future a “good quality”.

A qualitative guidance to choose data to place in the information
system of the quality quality control is that it should be the closest pos-
sible to be sufficient, that is to be well-suited to explain every anomaly
found in the characteristics of the products and complete, that is well-
suited to suggest an appropriate correction.
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2.  THE TWO PROPOSED EXAMPLES

2.1  Let us consider the first example, found in literature [9], concern-
ing the statistical control of a chemical process of polymerizing of vinyl
chloride [9].

In a chemical process there are 4 kinds of variables:
a)  random variables concerning raw materials;
b)  random variables concerning the process;
c)  random variables concerning the characteristics of the product;
d)  controllable fixed effects variables.

Controllable variables, or fixed effects variables th, establish the
production procedure, and permit their adjustment. For an assigned
procedure you can consider that the values of the controllable variables
are initially placed at assigned levels th0.

The following prospect shows an information system, considered
to be sufficient and complete, regarding the case of the polymerizing
process taken as an example. The diagram indicates several kinds of vari-
ables - each corresponding to a rectangle, and sometimes the name is
omitted for privacy sake - random variables relative to the raw materials
(a), random variables relative to the process: drier and kettle (b), random
variables relative to the product (c), controllable fixed effects variables
(d). The view is completed, where possible, with the dashed lines indicat-
ing the links among the variables. We did not do it here, for sake of sim-
plicity, but it is indicated in the original work [9]. To obtain or to confirm
known links among random variables, the test of the simple correlation
coefficient among couples, has been very useful. The black line suggests,
just as an example, a simple correction carried out on the drier cleaning,
in order to reduce the contamination in the polymer.

To orientate the control, in a very complex situation, we had to
refer to an interpretative model, even if it is sometimes conventional.

Let consider the three categories or types of random variables
Xj
(a), Xk

(b), Yi
(c): of type (a) different raw materials X j(a), j= 1,2,..., na,

which implies that they are in number of na=n(a), say; of type (b) process
aspects Xk

(b), k=1,2,…, nb, which implies that they are in number of
nb=n(b), say; of type (c) product characteristics Yi

(c), i=1,2,…, nc, which
implies that they are in number of nc=n(c), say. For a given i, each corre-
sponding row vector n×1, n=na+nb+1×1=n(a)+n(b)+1×1, becomes:

Vi’=(Yi
(c), X1

(a),…, X n(a)(a), X1
(b),…, X n(b)(b)).
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For sake of clarity, suppose for instance that j=1 may indicate a cat-
alyst, j=2 an additive, whose structure is in turn characterized by the ran-
dom variables X1

(a), j=1; X2
(a), j=2. In order to setup a reference model,

often only conventional, we assume that Vi has a multivariate normal dis-
tribution ([3], [7]). In row form, the respective marginal means will be:

E (Vi’)=(µi, µ1(a) µ2(a)…µn(a)(a), µ1(b) µ2(b)…µn(b)(b))

where µi is a scalar for a given i, µj(a), j=1,2, …, na constitute a row vec-
tor of dimension na, µk(b), k=1,2,..., nb constitute a row vector of dimen-
sion nb, with a corresponding variance - covariance matrix ∑(I), consid-
ered as constant for the process under investigation.

From the regression theory, in case of a multivariate normal vari-
able, we know that the random values of a specific component Yi

(c),
conditioned by the values of the other components Xj

(a), Xk
(b), show a

conditional mean - regression function - which is linear in the parame-
ters βj i(a), βk i(b) obtained according to the criteria of the least squares
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on the basis of the elements of ∑(i), see Graybill [6] p. 64, plus an error
ε of zero mean, normally distributed, with independent values, in the
case of repetitions. To be precise, we obtain the following expression
for the conditional mean of the product random characteristic Yi

(c):

E[(Yi
(c)|x1.(a),…, xn(a).(a), x1(b),…, xn(b)(b))]=β0i+Σj βji(a) xji(a)+Σk βki(b) xki(b),

where
β0i=µi − Σj βji(a)µji(a)− Σk βki(b) µki(b)

is the mean of the characteristic of interest Yi
(c), deprived from the mean

effects of the explicative variables and the typical nonconformities are
thus expressed as variations of µi, which can be corrected with suitable
variations of the levels th0 of the controllable variables; the conditioning
values xji(a), xki(b), relative to the characteristic of the product Yi

(c), are
the ones derived from the explicative random variables X1

(a),…, Xn(a)
(a),

X1
(b),…, Xn(b)

(b) concerning raw materials and the productive process.
This is done by referring to the sample general vector of observations,
say the sth, but with s an index omitted for sake of simplicity.

In order to establish the statistical control of a production
process, as complex as the one under investigation, we referred to a
working team with:
-    an expert at statistical control;
-    an engineer with a thorough technical knowledge of the process;
-    a representative of the laboratory responsible for the chemical
analysis;

-    the responsible for the production department.

The working team has looked at the drawing of the diagram con-
taining the variables to the previous map, indicating also the links on
the basis of the available data and on the probable hypothesis to verify.

Once we established the systematic links of the control variables
with the average values of the random variables, mainly the ones of the
final product, the system will require to gather together, in one single
place, the statistical control charts for all the random variables, stored
in a way so that you can have an immediate vision.

Below, there is a simple example to have a complete use of the
control charts.
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The first graph shows a random increase of reactivity of the addic-
tive D1 of the monomer, the second one a correspondent decreasing
slope of the polymer Sieve Analysis, (a fraction less than 100 mesh): no
corrective interventions had to be carried out due to the favorable cir-
cumstance taken into consideration.

2.2  Now, let us consider the second example regarding the distribution
process of perishable goods - in which the productive process is identi-
fied with the organizational system - which clearly takes into consider-
ation the economical aspect. This with regard to the method outlined
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in literature [9]. In said paper as an indicator to the real or technical
quality, we formally define a function Q1[x1(ξ),x2((ξ), ……., xk (ξ),
z1(ξ), z2(ξ), ….,zm,(ξ); c] which qualifies the result of the process, where
xi, i=1,2,.., k, indicate objective variables of a physical kind, related to
“fitness for use” or “user needs”, zj which we can attribute to both pro-
duced units and organizational performance, and the vector
ξ’=(ξ1, ξ2,... ξs) to the results of the operations of the process, even of
an organizational kind. In the case of perishable goods which we are
examining, we considered a chosen interval of time as reference, say
one month, and we take into consideration respectively the arithmetic
mean of the unitary earnings and of the unitary costs in the days of that
period; we can distinguish 5 different points of sale. We set for the tech-
nical or real quality Q1 in each of the different points of sale:

Q1=1/[1 − (ordered quantity - sold quantity)/ordered quantity]=
1/[1 − (QO –Qs)/QO]=

=1/(sold quantity/ordered quantity)=QO/Qs=
Ordered quantity/sold quantity.

For the real Quality, in the same period, we noted down the val-
ues in 5 points of sale of the same product. We could assume that they
had a nearly normal distribution even if their means were estimated by
the arithmetic means and the standard deviations by the usual formulas,
with the estimates replacing the unknown true parameters μ and σ.

Consider in each of the 5 cases the constant average cost c, inclu-
sive of the total cost of the point of sale in the period, as the ratio:

c=(average unitary earning from selling/average unitary cost of order)
=cs/co >1,

and dividing by c we obtain the following:

virtual quality Q1/c=QO/Qs/[cs/co]=Qo co/Qs cs = total cost/total earn-
ing. Historically, it has been noticed that the programmed and ordered
product was always greater than the sold. However this does not matter
provided that (total cost/total earning) <1.

The following schemes illustrate the main elements of the second
example.
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Note the following adaptation of the second example to the pat-
tern of a sufficient and complete information system. All responses of
interest sufficiency:
Monthly ordered quantity
Monthly sales
Real Quality Q1 = (monthly ordered quantity/monthly sold quantity)
Organizational procedures: ξ1, ξ2, ξ3
Virtual Quality=(costs/earnings)=Qo∙co/Qs∙cs=(monthly ordered quan-
tity ∙ unitary mean cost)/(monthly sold quantity ∙ unitary mean earning);
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Taking corrective action on trends: completeness:
monthly ordered quantity: Order reduction or increase
monthly sold quantity: Price reduction
real Quality: Order reduction
virtual Quality: price reduction
Organizational procedures: suitable adjustments.

In order to check out the correctness of the system by means of
some equivalent new data we considered a Monte Carlo simulation of
30 observations from the Normal distributions assumed above for each
of the 5 cases. The results are given in the Table underneath and in the
pertinent graphs. The corresponding Random numbers are reported in
Appendix.

We can conclude that the point of sale in situation 5 appears as
unquestionably to be the best in the average level and the variability of
the virtual quality, which expresses the ratio between cost and earnings.
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3.  CONCLUSIONS

We have seen how the information system establishes the “vital
lymph” of the control, but cannot be absolutely considered equal to a
“white noise”, as it must be very structured so as to approximate the
property of being sufficient and complete, in order to allow the imme-
diate survey - through the use of statistical control charts - of the anom-
alies of the main characteristics of the product and their corrections.

That requires the integrated use of the know-how available of the
productive process and their respective experimental completion (e.g.
by means of statistical design of experiments).

We really hope that the examples we gave have shown the great
scientific, technical and organizational diligence we have to put in order
to achieve a quality of goods competitive and optimal earnings.
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APPENDIX 1
Random numbers for estimating E(QS)
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